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Abstract. The inactivation of viruses such as M13 bacteriophages
subject to excitations by a very low power visible femtosecond laser
has been studied. Our experimental results show that for a visible
femtosecond laser having �=425 nm and a pulse width of 100 fs, the
M13 bacteriophages are inactivated when the laser power density is
greater than or equal to 49 MW/cm2. The medium lethal laser power
density �LD50� is 51.94±0.14 MW/cm2. The functionality of M13
bacteriophages has been shown to be critically dependent on the
pulse width as well as power density of the excitation laser. Our work
demonstrates that by using a very low power visible femtosecond
laser, it is plausible to inactivate viruses such as the M13 bacterio-
phages through impulsive stimulated Raman scattering process. These
experimental findings suggest a novel avenue of selectively inactivat-
ing microorganisms while leaving the sensitive materials unharmed by
manipulating and controlling with femtosecond laser systems. © 2007
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2821713�
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Introduction

raditional biochemical and pharmaceutical antiviral treat-
ents employed today are only partially successful and evoke

roblems of drug resistance and clinical side effects. New
ethods that circumvent these limitations are particularly

esirable.
Microwave/ultrasonic absorption represent techniques to-

ard this effort. Structural changes of brome mosaic virus
BMV� and tomato bushy stunt virus �TBSV� associated with
he viral capsids were studied with the ultrasonic absorption
echnique by Cerf et al.1 These authors found that the ultra-
onic waves in the megahertz range are absorbed much more
y capsids than by the dissociated protein. Their findings sug-
ested that the spontaneous motions due to the excitations of
ltrasonic waves might play a role in liberating the RNA and
s a result might be of functional significance at an early stage
f viral infection. Michels et al.2 investigated the structural

ddress all correspondence to K.T. Tsen, Arizona State University, Department
f Physics, Tempe, AZ 85287; Tel: 602–965–5206; Fax: 602–965–7954; E-mail:

sen@asu.edu
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fluctuations of tobacco mosaic virus �TMV� with ultrasonic
absorption and confirmed that protein assemblies exhibited
specific structural fluctuations detected in ultrasonic
experiments.

Optical excitation of coherent lattice or molecular vibra-
tions through stimulated light scattering can be carried out
either by focusing an intense laser into a medium with a
Raman-active vibrational mode or by spatially and temporally
overlapping two laser outputs of suitable frequency difference
in a medium. Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering �ISRS�
has been shown to be a viable way of producing large-
amplitude vibrational modes in molecules in liquid solution as
well as lattice vibrations in solid state systems.3 For example,
ISRS has been used to excite coherent acoustic phonons in
ethanol, malachite green, and cresyl violet in ethanol,4 and
coherent optical phonons in �-perylene crystal.5 In this paper,
we report the first use of a very low power visible femtosec-
ond laser system to excite coherent acoustic Raman-active
vibrational mode �which is associated with the vibrations of
1083-3668/2007/12�6�/064030/6/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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iral capsids� in M13 bacteriophages through ISRS to such a
igh-energy state as to lead to their inactivation. Our work
uggests a new method of manipulating, controlling, and in-
ctivating unwanted microorganisms. It also suggests that the
asic principles of impulsive coherent excitation using a laser
ptical system can be a general way to selectively alter func-
ion or even inactivate viruses and potentially other microor-
anisms through the property of their mechanical acoustic ex-
itations. In addition, since damage caused to viral organisms
hrough vibration of their mechanical structures likely would
e immune to simple mutation of cell surface receptors, our
pproach would be applicable to antibiotic-resistant strains of
icroorganisms as well.

Sample and Experimental Setup
he M13 bacteriophage samples used in this work were pur-
hased from Stratagene.

The excitation source employed in this work was a diode-
umped cw mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser.6–9 The output of
he second-harmonic generation system of the Ti-sapphire la-
er was used to irradiate the samples. The excitation laser,
hich provided a nearly transform limited pulse train having
pulse width with full width at half maximum �FWHM�
100 fs �as measured by an autocorrelator6� and spectral

idth FWHM�60 cm−1 �as determined by a Raman system
ncluding a double spectrometer, a photomultiplier tube and
ts associated photon-counting system8�, was chosen to oper-
te at a wavelength of �=425 nm, at a repetition rate of
0 MHz, and with an average power of about 40 mW, unless
therwise specified. The different excitation pulse widths
ere obtained by chirping and their pulse widths as well as

pectral widths were characterized in a manner similar to that
lready described. The laser power density was defined as that
t the tightest focused region formed by the focusing lens. The
arious excitation laser power densities ranging from �1 to
80 MW /cm2 were achieved by the following method. First,

he FWHM of the tightest laser focused spot was measured by
sing a pinhole with an adjustable opening immersed in the
ample and a power meter. For example, a laser spot of
00 �m and an average power of 40 mW gave rise to a
ower density of about 64 MW /cm2. Second, to achieve the
esired power density, the average power of the laser was
ither increased or decreased with the help of a calibrated
ariable attenuator. In our experiments, the tightest laser-
ocused volume, which was the most efficient volume for the
nteraction of laser with M13 bacteriophages through ISRS,
as a cylinder approximately 100 �m in diameter and
00 �m in height. To facilitate the interaction of the laser
ith M13 bacteriophages, which were inside a synthetic
uartz cuvette and diluted in 2 ml water, a magnetic stirrer
as set up so that M13 bacteriophages would enter the laser-

ocused volume as already described and interact with the
hotons. All the laser-irradiated M13 bacteriophage samples
ontained 1�107 pfu /ml. The assays were performed on the
aser-irradiated samples after proper dilution. The typical ex-
osure time of the sample to laser irradiation was about 10 h.

thermocouple was used to monitor the temperature of the
ample to ensure that our results were not due to the heating
ffects. All the experimental results reported here were ob-

ained at T=25°C and with the single laser beam excitation.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064030-
The activity of M13 bacteriophages was determined by
plaque counts. In brief, M13 bacteriophages with nominally
prepared at the specified plague forming unit �pfu� concentra-
tion were added into a tube of soft agar at 70°C containing
0.3 ml of bacteria culture. Here, “nominally prepared” means
that we prepare/dilute the M13 bacteriophage samples based
on the pfu concentration specified by the manufacturer upon
purchasing. The mixture was mixed well by vortexing and
then poured onto a Luria-Bertani �LB� agar plate immediately.
The plate was swirled well to spread the mixture over the
entire plate evenly. The mixture on the agar plate was incu-
bated for 8 to 16 h. The plaques formed on the plate were
counted.

All data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation
�SD�. Student’s t test was used for comparison of group with
5% as significant level.

3 Experimental Results, Analysis and
Discussions

From the measured absorption spectrum of the M13 bacte-
riophage sample, which contained nominally prepared 1
�107 pfu /ml, we found that there is negligible �less than
2%� absorption for photons with wavelengths between 300
and 900 nm. This is consistent with our observation that the
increase in the temperature �as indicated by the thermocouple�
of the sample during and after a 10-h laser irradiation at
425 nm is very minimal �typically, less than 3°C�.

Figure 1 shows the number of plaques as a function of
nominal concentration for five M13 bacteriophage samples
having nominally prepared 2.5�103, 3.5�102, 3.0�102,
2.0�102, and 1�101 pfu, respectively, without the laser ir-
radiation �solid circles� and with the laser irradiation �open
circles�.The number of plaque counts for the control was de-
termined to be 2600±299 �n=3� for the sample with

3

Fig. 1 Number of plaques as a function of nominal concentration for
M13 bacteriophage samples without laser irradiation �solid circles�
and after laser irradiation for about 10 h �open circles�. The extremely
low numbers of plaques observed in the irradiated samples are a
manifestation of almost complete inactivation of the M13 bacterioph-
ages in the samples.
2.5�10 pfu. The corresponding number of plaques was

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�2
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±3 �P�0.0001 versus sham treatment, t=15.04, df=4� af-
er laser irradiation. For M13 samples with nominally pre-
ared 3.5�102, 3�102, 2�102, and 1�101 pfu, the num-
er of counts was 332±24 �n=3� for the control, 3±2 �P
0.0001 versus sham treatment, t=24.4, df=4� after laser

rradiation; 288±40 �n=3� for the control; 5±3 �P
0.0001 versus sham treatment, t=12.19, df=4� after laser

rradiation; 200±20 �n=3� for the control; 3±2 �P=0.0372
ersus sham treatment, t=2.4, df=4� after laser irradiation;
±3 �n=3� for the control; and 2±2 �P=0.0244 versus sham

reatment, t=2.801, df=4� after laser irradiation, respectively.
he intriguing feature of these experimental results is that

here is a very minimal number of plaques for the laser irra-
iated samples. We attribute the observed inactivation of M13
acteriophages to laser-driven coherent excitations through
he ISRS process.

ISRS has been successfully demonstrated in molecular as
ell as solid state systems.3–5,10–12 Yan et al.3 predicted that

ERS should occur with no laser intensity threshold even
hen only one ultrashort laser pulse passed through many

ypes of media. In this case, ISRS is a forward-scattering pro-
ess that is stimulated because the Stokes frequency is con-
ained within the spectral width of the excitation pulse. Fur-
hermore, they demonstrated that ISRS was a process through
hich excitation of a coherent lattice or molecular vibrations
ould take place whenever a sufficiently short laser pulse
assed through a Raman-active solid or molecular liquid or
as.

Let us assume that the vibrational mode of interest is rep-
esented by a normal coordinate labeled Q. If we ignore dis-
ersion in the index of refraction and assume that the incident
lectric field from the excitation laser is not depleted by the
timulated scattering, then the equation of motion for Q can
e written as13

�2Q

�t2 + 2�
�Q

�t
+ �0

2Q = F�t� , �1�

here � and �0 are the damping constant and the angular
requency of the vibrational mode, respectively; and F�t� is
he driving force from the excitation laser.

However, F�t� can be written as

F�t� = −
�U�Q,t�

�Q
, �2�

nd

U�Q,t� = −
1

2
P�Q,t� · EL�t� . �3�

ere, the induced polarization P�Q , t� is related to the exci-
ation laser field EL through the equation

P�Q,t� = N�EL, �4�

here N is the number density of oscillators, and � is the
olarizability of the medium.

If we make a Taylor series expansion of the polarizability
around the equilibrium position of the normal coordinate,
.e.,

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064030-
��Q� = �0 + � ��

�Q
�

0
Q +

1

2
� �2�

�Q2�
0
Q2 + ¯ . �5�

Keeping up to the first order in Q in Eq. �5�, from Eqs. �1�–�5�
we have

�2Q

�t2 + 2�
�Q

�t
+ �0

2Q =
1

2
N� ��

�Q
�

0
EL

2 . �6�

The fact that the right-hand side of Eq. �6�, which corresponds
to the driving force for the vibrational mode, is linearly pro-
portional to the derivative of the polarizability with respect to
the normal coordinate sheds some light on why the process is
called impulsive Raman scattering. In particular, for a single-
beam ultrashort laser excitation having a pulse width of
FWHM=�L, if the damping is ignored, then the amplitude
�R0� of the displacement away from the equilibrium intermo-
lecular distance caused by ISRS can be shown to be given by3

R0 = 4	I�
�/
R�0 exp�− �0
2�L

2/4�/m�0nc , �7�

where I is the intensity of the excitation laser, R is the dis-
placement away from the equilibrium intermolecular distance,

� /
R is proportional to the amplitude of Raman scattering
cross section, m is the molecular mass, n is the index of
refraction, and c is the speed of light.

From Eq. �7� it is clear that larger Raman cross sections,
higher laser power densities as well as lower vibrational fre-
quencies, would contribute to larger excited vibrational am-
plitudes. In fact, for a moderate Raman scattering cross sec-
tion, a sufficiently low vibrational frequency and a reasonable
excitation power density, the amplitude of the vibrational dis-
placement in the 0.01 to 1 Å could be achieved through ISRS.

In our previous Raman scattering experiments,14,15 we re-
ported the observation of the low-frequency ��8.5 cm−1� vi-
brational mode of M13 bacteriophages, which was shown to
be associated with the axial torsion vibrations of the capsid.
One plausible scenario is then that under our current ul-
trashort pulse laser excitation experiments with M13 bacte-
riophages, the amplitude of this mode has been coherently
excited by ISRS to an extent that leads to their inactivation.
To further support this explanation, we carried out similar
experiments with M13 bacteriophages by varying the power
density as well as pulse width of the excitation laser.

Figure 2 shows the number of plaques as a function of the
laser power density for M13 bacteriophage samples with
nominally prepared 1.1�103 pfu after being irradiated with
an excitation laser having 100 fs in pulse width and �
=425 nm. It is very interesting to observe an abrupt inactiva-
tion of the M13 bacteriophages at an excitation laser power
density of 49 MW /cm2. This observation is indicative of the
fact that the M13 bacteriophages become inactivated as the
amplitude of the vibrations exceeds a certain threshold. The
medium lethal laser power density �LD50� is
51.94±0.14 MW /cm2 with a slope of −0.5. The reason why
the M13 bacteriophages were inactivated at certain threshold
amplitude is not clear at this moment. More work related to
this area of research is required.

We also found that within the statistical error of the experi-
ments there is no observable inactivation of the M13 bacte-

riophages if the pulse width of the excitation laser is longer

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�3
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han about 800 fs, while the intensity of the excitation laser
emains constant at �6.4�10−6 J /cm2 �this laser intensity
orresponds to an ultrafast laser with 100-fs pulse width and
0 mW of average power�. The experimental results are sum-
arized in Table 1. According to Eq. �7�, if the laser intensity

emains constant, the amplitude of vibrational displacement
xcited by an ultrashort laser decreases with the increasing
aser pulse width. As a matter of fact, Eq. �7� predicts that the
mplitude of vibrational displacement excited by an ultrashort
aser having a pulse width of 700 fs with laser intensity of

6.4�10−6 J /cm2 approximately equals that by an excita-
ion laser having a 100-fs pulse width but with laser intensity
.0�10−6 J /cm2. Therefore, the experimental results in
able 1 are consistent with the predictions by Eq. �7� and with

he power density results of Fig. 2. We also notice that be-
ause the laser energy per pulse in the case of a 800-fs or
onger pulse width is actually the same as that in the case of
00 fs or shorter, the experimental results in Table 1 rule out
he possibility that our observed inactivation of M13 bacte-
iophages is due to transient, microthermal effects that might
evelop at the tightest laser focused volume.

ig. 2 Number of plaque counts as a function of the excitation laser
ower density for a M13 bacteriophage sample with nominally pre-
ared 1.1�103 pfu. The sharp cutoff for the number of plaques at
round 49 MW/cm2 is indicative of the onset of the inactivation of
he M13 bacteriophages through ISRS process. The solid circles rep-
esent the experimental data. The solid curve was fitted and the me-
ium lethal laser power density �LD50� was calculated using Prism 3.0
oftware program �San Diego, California�.

Table 1 Dependece of inactivation o

ulse
idth �ps�

0.1
�60�

0.15
�42�

0.2
�33�

0.25
�25�

0.3
�21�

0.3
�1

nactivation �yes/no� yes yes yes yes yes ye

ulse
idth �ps�

0.85
�6�

0.9
�5.8�

0.95
�5.3�

1.0
�5�

1.05
�4.5�

1.
�4.

nactivation �yes/no� no no no no no n
he peak intensity was kept constant. The number within the parentheses correspond to

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064030-
Figure 3 shows the number of plaques as a function of the
exposure time of excitation laser for a M13 bacteriophage
sample with nominally prepared 1�103 pfu, taken with an
ultrashort laser having �=425 nm, 100 fs in pulse width, and
an average power of 40 mW. The exposure time experiments
were carried out with M13 bacteriophages of 2�107 pfu in a
2-ml synthetic quartz cuvette and then later diluted with
double distilled water to 1�103 pfu for assaying. The experi-
mental data have been found to fit very well by an exponential
function of the form: Ae−kt, where A=1025 and k
=0.625 h−1. We systematically studied the inactivation of
M13 bacteriophages as a function of the exposure time with
various stirring rates. We found that the deduced value of k is
linearly proportional to the stirring rate of the magnetic stirrer.
These experimental findings strongly support that the inacti-
vation of M13 bacteriophages depends primarily on the mix-
ing efficiency of the magnetic mixer used in our experiments.
In other words, since the power density of excitation laser
exceeds the threshold intensity, as indicated in Fig. 2, the
most important factor that dictates the exposure time for the
complete inactivation of M13 bacteriophages in the sample is
how efficiently the M13 bacteriophages in the sample enters
the active �the tightest focusing� volume of the excitation la-

phages on laser pulse width.

0.4
16�

0.45
�14�

0.5
�12�

0.55
�11�

0.6
�10�

0.65
�9.5�

0.7
�8.5�

0.75
�7.5�

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no

.15
3.9�

1.2
�3.8�

1.25
�3.5�

1.3
�3.3�

1.35
�3.2�

1.4
�3.2�

1.45
�3.1�

1.5
�3.0�

no no no no no no no no

Fig. 3 Number of plaque counts as a function of the exposure time for
a M13 bacteriophage sample with nominally prepared 1�103 pfu.
The exponential decay of the data suggests that the inactivation of
M13 bacteriophage is primarily dependent on the efficiency of the
magnetic stirrer used in our experiments.
f M13

5
8� �

s

1
1�

1
�

o

the spectral widths.
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er. In other words, one expects that the number of plaques �or
he number of M13 bacteriophages�N�t� follows the following
ate equation:

dN�t�
dt

= − kN�t� . �8�

his gives rise to the exponential form for N�t� as already
iscussed. One would therefore conclude that the exposure
ime would be significantly shorter for the complete inactiva-
ion of M13 bacteriophage sample if a more efficient stirrer
nd/or a larger laser active volume are available.

We also carried out similar experiments for M13
nterference-resistant helper phages. Preliminary results
which are not shown� indicate that, within the experimental
ncertainty, the threshold power densities for the inactivation
f M13 bacteriophages and M13 interference-resistant helper
hages are the same ��50 MW /cm2�. These experimental
esults suggest that our method can overcome limitations with
urrent therapeutics that arise due to mutations. We believe
hat this novel property of our method occurs because the
xcited coherent acoustic vibrations on the capsids of M13
hages are usually of long wavelength; as a result, they are
elatively insensitive to the minor local changes such as those
ue to mutations.

Similar experiments with Jurkat T-cells in serum solution
ere also performed. Preliminary results with Jurkat T-cells

which are not shown� indicate that the Jurkat T-cells, under
imilar experimental conditions, become inactivated at a
uch higher laser power density ��22 GW /cm2� than that

or M13 bacteriophages ��50 MW /cm2�. These experimen-
al results suggest that there may be a window in excitation
aser power density that inactivates viruses while leaving the

ammalian cells unharmed. The large differences in threshold
ower density for inactivation of M13 bacteriophages and
ammalian cells most likely result from the nature of the

tructural compositions in the protein coats or membranes.
ther possible factors include differences in the Raman scat-

ering cross section and in the damping constant associated
ith the coherently excited vibrational modes of viral capsids

nd mammalian cell plasma membranes.
Finally, we notice that viruses have been known to be in-

ctivated by the UV photons with wavelengths around
50 nm. There is a possibility that our excitation laser might
e generating 212.5 nm through the nonlinear property of the
ample system; as a result, the produced UV photons inacti-
ate the M13 bacteriophages. However, this possibility can be
uled out. Because we have observed that there is no inacti-
ation of M13 bacteriophages if the laser power density is set
t 64 MW /cm2 while the pulse width is about 3 ps. If the
xcitation laser with a pulse width of 100 fs and power den-
ity of 64 MW /cm2 inactivated the M13 bacteriophages by
he nonlinearly generated UV photons, then a laser with a
onger pulse width but the same power density would have
roduced more UV photons and would have been able to
nactivate the M13 bacteriophages as well, which is in contra-
iction to our observation. Therefore, it is unlikely that the
onlinearly generated UV photons �if there are any� play a
ignificant role in the inactivation of M13 bacteriophages ob-

erved in our current experiments.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064030-
4 Conclusion
The inactivation of viruses such as M13 bacteriophages has
been studied after excitations by a very low power visible
femtosecond laser. We showed that microorganisms such as
M13 bacteriophages can be inactivated by a very lower power
femtosecond laser system through ISRS process with an LD50
of 51.94±0.14 MW /cm2. Our work suggests a new method
of manipulating, controlling, and inactivating unwanted mi-
croorganisms while leaving the sensitive materials such as
mammalian cells unharmed. It also suggests that the basic
principles of impulsive coherent excitation using a laser opti-
cal system can be a general way to selectively alter function
or even inactivate viruses and potentially other microorgan-
isms through the property of their mechanical acoustic exci-
tations. In addition, since damage caused to viral organisms
through the vibration of their mechanical structures likely
would be immune to simple mutation of cell surface recep-
tors, our approach would be applicable to antibiotic-resistant
strains of microorganisms as well.
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